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1. Cut out the square to the left.
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Learn from the pathways that
library staff have taken with
Wikipedia at oc.lc/oclc-wikilib
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Host a local Wikipedia edita-thon for your patrons or
colleagues.
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Post a Facebook poll asking
patrons if they know how a
Wikipedia article is made.

HOW TO MAKE YOUR
WIKIPEDIA + LIBRARIES
INSPIRATION FINDER
2. Place your Inspiration Finder printside down and fold the four corners
to meet in the middle.
3. Flip paper over and fold the new
corners to meet in the middle.

Find a Wikipedia article about a
notable person from your city.
Cite your library resources to fix
information gaps.

4. You should still have a square.
Fold the square in half to make a
rectangle.

List three cool historical sites in
your city or town. See if they have
Wikipedia articles that could be
improved.
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Do you know how many edits
have been made to your
favorite Wikipedia article? How
can you find out?

Host a workshop for teens on
how to start a research paper
using Wikipedia.
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Search for “five pillars of
Wikipedia.” Talk to your colleagues
about what you learn.
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5. Place your thumbs and fingers
underneath the flaps to operate.

Illustration credit: Wikimedia Commons, public domain, MichaelPhillip
“Wikipedia + Libraries Inspiration Finder” by WebJunction is licensed
under CC BY 4.0.

WHAT IS WEBJUNCTION?
WebJunction builds the knowledge,
skills, and confidence of library staff
to power strong libraries that are
the heart of vibrant communities.
A program of OCLC Research,
WebJunction is free and welcome for
all libraries to use, regardless of size,
type, or location.
Since our launch in 2003, WebJunction
has helped more than 80,000 library
staff build the knowledge, skills,
and confidence they need to deliver
transformational services to their
communities.
Visit webjunction.org to:
• enroll in trainings
• view past webinars and videos
• read articles and news
• learn about our latest projects
• sign up for our e-newsletter

RECENT PROJECTS
Small Libraries Create Smart Spaces
See how 15 small and rural public
libraries re-imagined and reconfigured
their libraries into smart spaces—and
how you can, too.
Supercharged Storytimes for All
Learn research-based methods for
engaging children in storytime in ways
that support literacy.
Wikipedia + Libraries: Better Together
See how libraries are leveraging
Wikipedia to better serve their
communities. Visit oc.lc/oclc-wikilib
for inspiration on how to use Wikipedia
at your library.

